
All, Half, Most and None (Quantifiers) Exercise

All 100% All cats love expensive food
Most Nearly 100% Most politicians are corrupt
Half 50% Half of my friends are vegetarians
None 0% None of my friends are racist.

A Fill the gaps with all, half, most or none.

1 Nearly .................. politicians are corrupt. It's a shame and a disgrace.

2 .................. people agree that we have to protect the environment from men's senseless greed and 
destructive habits.

3 .................. of my friends came to my birthday party. Absolutely everyone was there.

4 .................. the class thought the exam was easy and the rest thought it was either difficult or very difficult.

5 .................. of us wanted to go down the pub so we all decided to go to Pete's place and watch The 
Fellowship of The Ring on DVD.

6 .................. living things have the right to live, even sharks, spiders and cacti.

7 All the countries agreed that CO2 emissions were causing global warming but about .................. of them 
signed the treaty.

8 .................. of the adults I know have mobile phones but not all.

9 .................. my friends have cars except Juli and me.

10 .................. of today's world leaders are taking environmental concerns seriously.

11 I'm sure that if we all made an effort, we could enjoy .................. of life's luxuries without destroying the planet 
in the process.

12 I've got five pens on my desk and .................. of them work. Unbelievable!

13 If you are truly determined, then .................. your dreams will come true.

14 Minnie Cat spends .................. of her time asleep.

 

B Now write some examples of your own.

1 ..................................................................................................................

2 ..................................................................................................................

3 ..................................................................................................................

4 ..................................................................................................................
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Answers

1 Nearly all politicians are corrupt. It's a shame and a disgrace.
2 Most people agree that we have to protect the environment from men's senseless greed and destructive habits.
3 All of my friends came to my birthday party. Absolutely everyone was there.
4 Half the class thought the exam was easy and the rest thought it was either difficult or very difficult.
5 None of us wanted to go down the pub so we all decided to go to Pete's place and watch The Fellowship of The Ring on 

DVD.
6 All living things have the right to live, even sharks, spiders and cacti.
7 All the countries agreed that CO2 emissions were causing global warming but about half of them signed the treaty.
8 Most of the adults I know have mobile phones but not all.
9 All my friends have cars except Juli and me.

10 None of today's world leaders are taking environmental concerns seriously.
11 I'm sure that if we all made an effort, we could enjoy all of life's luxuries without destroying the planet in the process.
12 I've got five pens on my desk and none of them work. Unbelievable!
13 If you are truly determined, then all your dreams will come true.
14 Minnie Cat spends most of her time asleep.
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